SUBJ MK FINAL SELECTION LIST 28 JUL

1. Moscow Nezavisimaya gazeta 28 Jul 92

2. Full text Superzone of Message

1. Tengiz Pachkoriya report on Abkhaz responses to Georgian rejection of Abkhaz ASSR's change of status p 1 excerpt 700 (mk28071100592)

2. Nodar Broladze report on comments on Abkhaz standoff by Georgian leader Shevardnadze pp 1, 3 text 450 (mk2807113092)

3. Interview with Uzbek opposition Birlik Movement leader Abdurakhim Pulatov pp 1, 3 (1600) for CD attention

4. Yuriy Meshkov report on development of hydrogen-powered "thermoplane," resembling a flying saucer, for use in low-level lift and transportation applications p 1 (1000) for CD attention

5. Second part of "extracts" from speech to be delivered by deputy Oleg Rumyanov at 28 July Russian Supreme Soviet hearings on relations with Japan, Kurils issue p 2 (1800) for CD processing

6. V. T. Report previewing interview with Russian general prosecutor Valentin Stepanovskiy on planned release of documents to mark first anniversary of coup p 2 (200) no processing - paper to carry interview soon

7. Neva report on Byelorussian printing house's refusal to keep printing Russian papers while not being paid p 2 text 80 (mk2807130592)

8. Neva report on Shevardnadze remarks at 27 Jul meeting with CSCE mission chief Eyskens p 3 text 120 (mk2807131592)

9. Vitaliy Portnikov report on Ukrainian press exposures employed by opposition to discredit government p 3 (650) for CD attention

10. Natalya Pachechina report on comments by Russian Vice Premier Aleksandr Shokhin made in course of Central Asia tour p 3 text 700 (mk2807135992)

11. Igor Rotar report giving apparent text of 16-point government-opposition "truce" agreement signed in Khorog 27 July p 3 (1000) for CD attention

12. Aleksandr Pilat report on congress of Crimean Tatar National Movement, citing newly elected chairman Rifat Chubarov p 3 text 350 (to be filed 29 Jul)

13. Ivan Zasurskiy report on Istok company's r10 million lawsuit against Izvestiya p 4 text 200 (to be filed 29 Jul)

14. Semen Novoprudskiy report on new package of Russian-Uzbek economic agreements signed by Shokhin p 4 text 250 (to be filed 29 Jul)

15. Dmitriy Frolov report on repair of Sosnovyy Bory nuclear power station following 24 March accident p 6 (1600) for CD attention

16. Moscow Kuranty 28 Jul 92

17. Vladimir Tereshchenko report on Moscow's preparations to support vegetable crop harvesting in surrounding regions and secure supplies for the city p 3 text 300 (mk2807120592)

18. Moscow Moskovskaya pravda 28 Jul

19. Unattributed report on Acting Russian Premier Gaydar order for 21 August reception to mark anniversary of defeat of 1991 coup p 1 text 120 (mk2807120792)
21 moscow kommersant no. 30, 20-27 jul 92
22 1 viktor melnikov report on reasons for replacement of russian state monopolies committee chairman chernogorodskiy p 2 (550) for cd attention
23 2 sergey morgachev commentary on signs of growing confrontation between russian government and leading businessmen over pace of reforms, support for enterprise p 2 (600) for cd attention
24 3 sergey klyuchenikov report on 21-22 july meeting of u.s. agriculture dept representatives and russian commodity exchange chiefs of plans to sell u.s. grain in russian from this fall p 2 (650) for cd attention
25 4 oksana andreyeva report briefly describing 15 foreign-backed joint enterprises set up in past week in russia p 4 (650) for cd attention
26 5 nikita kirichenko, andrey shmarov "review of inflationary processes" in russian economy p 7 (3000, with tables) for cd attention
27 6 yevgeniy bagayev report on establishment of kuzbass coal exporters' association p 12 (600) for cd attention
28 7 lev sigal report citing russian vp rutskoy on 18 july talks with agricultural workers' tu representatives p 20 text 450 (mk2807093092)
29 8 unattributed report on threat of bankruptcy facing russian orthodox church radio station radonezh p 28 (150) for cd attention romo2807.10 28/1534z jul BT #8844 NNNN